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Elimination of Multiple Estimation for Fault Location
in Radial Power Systems by Using Fundamental

Single-End Measurements
G. Morales-España, J. Mora-Flórez, Member, IEEE, and H. Vargas-Torres

Abstract—This paper presents a conceptual approach for elim-
inating the multiple estimation problem of impedance-based fault
location methods applied to power distribution systems, using the
available measurements of current and voltage fundamentals at
the power substation. Three test systems are used to identify the
faulted lateral obtaining high performance, even in the case of sim-
ilar feeder configurations. This approach shows that it is possible
to obtain a unique fault location, eliminating the problem of mul-
tiple estimation in tree-shaped radial systems using the single-end
measurements at the distribution substation. Finally, this approach
also contributes to improve the power continuity indexes in distri-
bution systems by the opportune zone fault location.

Index Terms—Fault location, multiple estimation, radial power
systems, service continuity indexes.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ERVICE continuity in power transmission and distribu-
tion systems is nowadays considered as an important issue,

mainly because of the deregulation of the current open markets.
The most common measure of service continuity are indexes
such as the system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI)
and system average interruption duration index (SAIDI) [1], [2].

Faults cause supply interruptions that are responsible of poor
service continuity indexes. It is widely accepted using fault loca-
tors to reduce the impact of such faults on the SAIFI and SAIDI
indexes in three ways: first, fault location helps to speed up the
restoration process; second, by locating the faulted node it is
possible to perform sectionalizer switching operations to reduce
the affected area; and finally, by locating nonpermanent faults it
is possible to perform scheduled preventive maintenance tasks
to avoid future faults.

Some efficient approaches have been proposed for fault lo-
cation in power transmission systems [3]. However, these algo-
rithms are not useful for fault location in radial systems, specif-
ically in distribution systems due to some distinctive character-
istics as: a) voltage and current are available typically only at
the distribution substation; b) presence of single- and double-
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phase laterals; c) tapped loads along the lines and their unknown
hourly variation; d) single- or three-phase lateralsl; and e) the
nonuniform development of the network and loads is respon-
sible of lines with heterogeneous sections (presence of different
conductor gauges, combination of overhead lines and under-
ground cables, among others). In addition, variations in the short
circuit level caused by changes in the system topology and the
equivalent generation source imply the variation of the measure-
ments for each specific fault condition.

Several methods have been proposed for fault location in
power distribution systems. Most of them estimate the equiv-
alent distance to the fault based on the impedance estimation
as seen from the substation. The pre-fault and fault effective
values (rms) of the fundamental currents and voltages at the
substation are used for this purpose [4]–[6]. Then, the faulted
section is estimated following an iterative procedure where the
impedance obtained from the line model, considering a possible
fault in each system node, is compared with the equivalent
impedance estimated from measurements. The fault point in
the section line could be estimated according to the reactance
analysis as it is described in [5], [6]. There are several methods
that follow this basic principle for fault location in power
distribution systems [7].

The common drawback of the impedance-based methods is
the multiple-estimation problem given by the existence of mul-
tiple points (usually far away one from each other) in the power
distribution systems that fulfill the equivalent impedance con-
dition. Consequently, these methods provide precise (accurate
distance to the fault) but uncertain fault locations (multiple sec-
tion lines are at the same electrical distance). This is the main
disadvantage when applying these methods in real power sys-
tems, since the existence of multiple possible fault locations in
a large geographical area does not solve the real need of a fast
fault location.

One of the most common proposed solutions for multiple es-
timation of fault location is using fault sensor devices which
detect and distinguish abnormal current and voltage events at
the overhead power lines [3]. This is not an economic alterna-
tive due to the high number of feeders, the cost of devices, and
the crew needed in maintenance tasks related to such sensor de-
vices.

On the other hand, many researchers have recently addressed
this problem by using knowledge-based techniques to assist
fault location, exploiting the existence of previous experiences
and contextual information [2], [8]–[11]. The main drawbacks
of these methods are the use of a large and usually not available
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Fig. 1. Example of the multiple estimation problem of the impedance-based
fault location methods, in the case of fault F1.

amount of information associated to fault registers, and the
inherent lack of confidence of these black box methodologies
due to the difficulties to determine the nature of the obtained
solution. Moreover, an additional problem is related to the
economic and computational cost of such approaches, which
makes these prohibitive for distribution utilities, considering
the high number of power substations.

In this paper, a novel concept applicable to fault distance es-
timation methods which only uses single-end measurements of
the current and voltage fundamentals at the distribution substa-
tion is presented. The performance of the proposed concept is
shown on a simple application where the classical reactance-
based fault location method is selected. Therefore, this paper
shows that it is possible to obtain a unique fault location, elim-
inating the problem of multiple estimation in three-phase and
tree-shaped radial power systems.

The paper is presented in four sections. In Section II, the
methodological approach is presented. Next, in Section III the
tests and the result analysis are given. Finally, Section IV is
aimed to conclude and summarize the main contributions of this
research.

II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

A. Multiple Estimation of the Faulted Node

The problem of the multiple estimation of the faulted node
is presented by considering the power distribution system pro-
posed as example in Fig. 1. This is a typical distribution system
where two normally closed sectionalizers (S1 and S2) are used
to supply the system from the power substation S/S1. There is
a supplementary normally open sectionalizer (S3) used to give
an additional power source (S/S2) in the case of faults, as a low
cost strategy for improving the service continuity in the distri-
bution system.

In the proposed example and by using an impedance-based
method to locate the fault F1, there is a decision problem be-
cause it is possible to obtain five different locations at the same
electrical reactance , as it is presented in Fig. 1.

By identifying only one faulted node, the multiple estimation
problem is avoided, and it is possible to give accurate informa-
tion to the maintenance crew in order to quickly find and restore

Fig. 2. Tree-shaped power distribution system.

the fault. Additionally, by identifying the faulted node, it is pos-
sible to perform switching actions (opening S1–S2 and closing
S3) to immediately restore the service in un-faulted lines, al-
though the fault remains unattended. By the simple switching
actions index SAIDI is improved by the immediately restora-
tion of load located between S3 and S2, reducing the nonsup-
plied load.

B. Proposed Fault Location Method

The reactance-based fault location method proposed in [5],
[6] is used to show, in a simple manner, the application of the
proposed concept. Better results could be obtained if more
elaborated methods as these proposed in [4], [12]–[15], among
others, are used. The main problem of the proposed concept
applied in more elaborated fault location methods is related to
the deduction of the equation sets.

Considering a fault in lateral ( ; where
is the total number of laterals), as presented in Fig. 2, voltage
and current are obtained by using the voltage and currents mea-
sured at the power substation and applying a simple load flow
upstream the supposed faulted lateral . To perform
this procedure it is necessary to know the load distribution as is
proposed in [16]–[18].

Taking into account the unbalanced nature of the power
distribution systems, the proposal here presented considers
phase analysis instead of symmetrical components. The line
impedance in lateral between nodes N and , and
the accumulated load impedance from to the lateral end

are given by (1) and (2), respectively

(1)

(2)

The classical reactance-based fault location method only
takes into account the faulted phases and neglects the load
effect. In the proposed approach, all three phases and the loads
at the nonfaulted phases are considered. The proposed fault
location method also considers the fault type as it is following
presented, for the four fault types.

1) Single-Phase Faults: Considering the power system in
Fig. 3, (3) and (4) are obtained

(3)
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Fig. 3. Equivalent three-phase circuit for lateral � in the case of single-phase
fault.

(4)

In (4), load is considered in the nonfaulted phases to give a
better approach than the used in the classical reactance-based
fault location method. From the first row of (3), the fault distance

is obtained as presented in (5) as

(5)

In addition, another two linear independent equations are ob-
tained from the complex equation set presented in (3). The two
additional possible solutions of , only take into account the
imaginary components, because this part remains relatively con-
stant with variations of . These equations are presented in (6)
and (7) as

(6)

(7)

where constants and are given in (8) as

(8)

According to the previously presented information, the most
suitable equation to estimate the fault distance is the presented
in (5), where the load current is neglected at the faulted phase
due to its low effect in the total fault current measured at the
power substation. The load current is really significant at the
nonfaulted phases, causing a voltage drop due to the mutual
impedance. Additionally and starting from (5), the alternative
option to estimate the fault distance is by using information
contained in the nonfaulted phases as it is presented in (6) and
(7).

By using (5), the presented approach is similar to the one pro-
posed in the reactance-based fault location method. Equations
(6) and (7) are approximations of the distance obtained in (5),
but considering the behavior of the entire lateral (loads at the

Fig. 4. Equivalent three-phase circuit for lateral � in the case of double-phase
to ground fault.

nonfaulted phases and three-phase measurements of voltage and
current).

Using the proposed equations it is possible to determine the
faulted lateral, because the behavior of the three-phase measure-
ments is unique for each lateral, in the case of existing differ-
ences in load or line impedance parameters. Then, in the case
of single-phase faults it is possible to obtain one fault distance
by using the faulted phase measurements as it is presented in
(5). Next, by using three-phase measurements it is possible to
compute two additional possible distances by using (6) and (7)
to obtain an error as it is presented in (9) as

(9)

where is the number of possible additional distances (in case
of single-phase faults, this number is two).

The error computed using (9) gives the information related to
the differences in the distance obtained using only the informa-
tion of the faulted phase and the computed using the three-phase
measurements. Then, the faulted lateral is obtained determining
the lowest error. In the case of computing the same error at the
nonfaulted laterals, this is bigger than the previous case, because
the measurements at the nonfaulted phases reflect the behavior
of the faulted lateral.

In the case of double- and three-phase faults, the analysis is
similar to the one presented for single-phase faults.

2) Double-Phase to Ground Faults: From Fig. 4, (10) and
(11) are obtained in the case of phase-to-phase faults

(10)

(11)

From the first two rows of (10), the fault distance is ob-
tained as it is presented in (12) as

(12)

where constants , and are given by (13)

(13)
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Fig. 5. Equivalent three-phase circuit for lateral � in the case of phase-to-phase
fault.

Fig. 6. Equivalent three-phase circuit for lateral � in the case of three-phase
fault.

From (10), it is possible to obtain another linear independent
equation as it is presented in (14)

(14)

The distance obtained from (14) is compared to the one ob-
tained in (12) by using (9). In this case, . Similar to the
single-phase fault case, the faulted lateral is obtained by deter-
mining the lowest error.

3) Phase-to-Phase Faults: By considering the equivalent cir-
cuit presented in Fig. 5, the equations obtained are the same as
the ones presented in the case of double-phase to ground faults
(these are not influenced by ). As a result, (12) to (14) are
used in case of phase-to-phase faults.

4) Three-Phase Faults: In the case of three phase faults, and
considering the system in Fig. 6, (15) and (16) are obtained

(15)

(16)

Three linear independent equations for distance are ob-
tained using (15), as it is presented from (17) to (19).

(17)

(18)

(19)

Fig. 7. IEEE 34-bus test feeder.

Fig. 8. Power system used to test the proposed method.

where constants , and are given by (20).

(20)

In this case, is obtained as the average of those three dis-
tances, as it is proposed in (21)

(21)

To determine the faulted feeder as previously proposed, error
is computed by using (9). In this case, .

III. TESTS AND RESULTS

A. Test System

The 24,9 kV IEEE 34-bus test feeder presented in Fig. 7 is
used to test the fault location approach. The proposed system
contains a three-phase main feeder, single-phase laterals, mul-
tiple conductor gauges, single- and three-phase tapped loads
[19].

Additionally, two test systems were derived from the IEEE
feeder. The first is presented in Fig. 8 and used in the preliminary
tests. The second is presented in Fig. 2 and used for testing the
case to consider the elimination of the multiple estimation in a
system with similar laterals.

B. Preliminary Tests

In Fig. 8, a power distribution system composed of five
laterals is proposed to perform the preliminary tests. In the case
of a fault, five different locations are possible according to the
information provided by the impedance-based fault location
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TABLE I
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS IN PRELIMINARY

methods. Line and load parameters are obtained from the IEEE
34 node test feeder presented in Fig. 7. Configuration 300 is
used for sections 0–1, 1–4 and 4–5, with 2, 3 and 2 km length
respectively. Configuration 301 is used in sections 5–6, 5–7,
4–8, 1–2 and 1–3 with 2, 2, 4 and 6 km length respectively.
Loads at nodes 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 are the same as the ones from
the original IEEE test feeder at nodes 844, 890, 860, 830, 840
and 830, respectively. It is important to notice that the sections
5–6 and 4–8 have the same line configuration and load.

Four zero ohm faults and , located in different
laterals as it is presented in Fig. 8, are simulated. The possible lo-
cations are marked by using numbered arrows in the test power
system as it is presented in Fig. 8, where the number inside the
arrow is related to one of the possible locations of fault . In
addition, the location of the faulted lateral is presented in Table I,
in decremental ordering of the error magnitude, from the most
to the least plausible estimation.

Although line sections 5–6 and 4–8 have the same line
impedance and loads, there are not errors in the determination
of the faulted lateral. This is mainly because in steady state,
voltages at nodes 4 and 5 are not the same, creating a clear
difference between faulted and un-faulted laterals.

C. Test Considering Similar Laterals

In case of two identical laterals (same load and line imped-
ances) which start from the same node, the proposed method-
ology is not capable of identifying the faulted lateral, fortunately
this is a not common situation. However, there are two cases
which could seem not easy solvable, considering laterals which
start from the same system node:

1) two or more laterals which have the same line impedance
but different load;

2) two or more laterals which have the same load but different
line impedance.

To consider the proposed cases, test are performed in a power
system similar to the one presented in Fig. 2, but considering
three laterals which start from node . The system parameters
are obtained form the typical IEEE 34 node test feeder [19],
then laterals 1 and 2 have the following line and load imped-
ances: (configuration 300, 10 km length), (load
at node 860), (configuration 301, 10 km length),
(load at node 830). Lateral 3 has the same line impedance of
lateral 1 , and the same load of lateral 2

.
Fifty fault situations (faults from 2% to the 100% of the line

length) performed on each lateral are used to test the proposed
approach. Considering that the main purpose is to obtain the
faulted lateral and not to check the performance of the distance

Fig. 9. Errors in fault location, considering single-phase faults at each one of
the laterals 1 (a), 2 (b) y, 3 (c).

estimation method, tests are performed only by using fault re-
sistance of zero ohms.

Results of the single-phase fault (a)–(g) are presented in
Fig. 9. Subplots a, b, and c present the error in the cases of
faults in lateral 1, 2, and 3, respectively (error is presented
in logarithmic scale). Each subplot shows the error when
supposing the fault in each lateral, where the dotted line
represents the error when supposing the fault at lateral 1, the
crossed line represents the error of supposing the fault at
lateral 2 and finally, the curve marked with represents the
error when supposing the fault at lateral 3. It is noticed from
Fig. 9, how the lowest error in each subplot is always the same
of the real fault location (lateral 1, 2, and 3), validating the
proposed approach.

In addition, from Fig. 9 an error reduction is noticed, and it is
directly related to the fault distance. This is presented because
the fault location method ignores the mutual effect of the section
line beyond the faulted node, and as a result, the farther the fault
is, the lower the mutual effect ignored is, which also causes a
decrease in the distance estimation error.

Similar behavior to the previously presented is obtained in
case of phase-to-phase faults, double-phase to ground faults, and
three-phase faults as presented in Figs. 10, 11, and 12, respec-
tively.

In the case of phase-to-phase faults, as presented in Fig. 12,
there are 14 wrong lateral estimations from 150 analyzed fault
cases (50 in each lateral), and the difference between the error
values is not as high as the obtained in case of other fault types.
This is mainly because of the significant effect of the load in the
behavior of voltages and currents at this fault type, even if the
fault resistance is near to zero ohms. Considering that the dis-
tance method ignores the load effect, in case of fault resistances
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Fig. 10. Errors in fault location, considering phase-to-phase faults at each one
of the laterals 1 (a), 2 (b) y, 3 (c).

Fig. 11. Errors in fault location, considering double phase to ground faults at
each one of the laterals 1 (a), 2 (b) y, 3 (c).

Fig. 12. Errors in fault location, considering three-phase faults at each one of
the laterals 1 (a), 2 (b) y 3 (c).

different from zero, this could deteriorate the performance of
the proposed approach, as it is shown in next the section.

In the case of three-phase faults as presented in Fig. 12, even
having the same line impedance in laterals 1 and 3, the equiva-
lent impedance of the nonfaulted laterals is not the same, helping
to differentiate the faulted lateral.

According to the test system considered, even in the case
of the same line impedance of laterals 1 and 3, and the same
load at laterals 2 and 3, small differences between laterals make
possible locating the faulted lateral by using measurements of
voltage and current at the power substation, as it is described by
the proposed methodology.

Fig. 13. Errors in fault location, considering single-phase faults with 40� fault
resistance at each one of the laterals 1 (a), 2 (b), y 3 (c).

Fig. 14. Estimated performance of the proposed fault locator in the IEEE
34-bus test feeder and using a 8800 faults-database.

As complementary tests, results for the faulted lateral deter-
mination are shown in Fig. 13, in the case of a 40 single-phase
fault are shown. According to the figure, it is noticed how the
difference among errors for each lateral is not as significant as
the presented in the case of 0 fault resistances plotted in Fig. 9.
In addition, three wrong estimations of the faulted lateral are
now obtained.

D. IEEE 34-Bus Tests

To evaluate the performance of the fault locator in the power
system presented in Fig. 7, single-phase (a)–(g), phase-to-phase
(a)–(b), double-phase to ground (a)–(b)–(g), and three-phase
(a)–(b)–(c) faults considering 11 fault resistances from 0 to
40 , are used [20].

The following three-phase laterals are selected for tests: lat-
eral from node 832 to node 890, lateral from node 832 to node
836, lateral from node 834 to node 848, lateral from node 836
to node 840 and lateral from node 836 to node 862. 1650 fault
situations for each fault type were performed at the first three
laterals, while only 550 faults were performed in the last two
laterals. A database of 2200 faults for each type of fault, and
considering four fault types, 8800 faults are then used to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed fault locator in the IEEE
34-bus test feeder.

The results of the estimated performance according to (22)
are presented in Fig. 14. Each performance value in the figure is
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TABLE II
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS IN THE IEEE 34-BUS FEEDER ��� � � ��

TABLE III
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS IN THE IEEE 34-BUS FEEDER ��� � �� ��

related to each fault type and fault resistance, using 200 faults
located along the laterals.

Tables II and III present several of the obtained results.
Highlighted rows indicate some errors in the faulted lateral
identification.

Faults location of 0 are presented in Table II. It is noticed
how for a phase-to-phase fault (a)–(b) the lowest error deter-
mines the faulted lateral as the lateral from node 834 to node
860. However, the real fault location is in the zone from node
842 to node 844 (at the 50% of the total line length), which is

determined as the second possible alternative (estimation 2). In
Table III, some other problems in the lateral estimation are pre-
sented in the case of 40 faults.

Additionally, it is notice that higher errors are obtained
in the case of double-phase faults, where the minimum per-
formance is obtained (91.5% for 40 faults). However in
the case of single-phase faults in the IEEE 34-bus feeder,
which are the most common in power distribution systems, the
obtained performance of the proposed fault locator is higher
than 96%.
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IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a conceptual approach to eliminate the
multiple estimation problem of the impedance-based fault loca-
tion methods. Measurements of voltage and current fundamen-
tals at the power distribution substation are used in the proposed
approach.

Tests performed by considering three different power systems
and the four fault types (single fault to ground, phase-to-phase,
double-phase to ground, and three-phase faults), demonstrate
the capability of the proposed method to determine the faulted
lateral, even in the case where there are similitudes between
laterals. According to the test, the proposed approach has very
high performance, in the case of the analyzed circumstances of
simulated faults

(22)

Finally, this approach also contributes to improve the power
continuity indexes in distribution systems by the opportune zone
fault location. First, fault location helps to speed up the restora-
tion process; second, by locating the fault it is possible to per-
form sectionalizer switching operations to reduce the affected
area; and finally, by locating nonpermanent faults it is possible
to perform scheduled preventive maintenance tasks to avoid fu-
ture faults.
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